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Hello and welcome to this Cheltenham Science Festival online talk from me Professor 
Matthew Cobb, from the University of Manchester. And I'm going to be talking to you about 
something that a lot of people have got very interested in recently, since the outbreak of the 
pandemic and that is our sense of smell. But I'm not going to be talking about it, I suspect in a 
way that many of you would expect. As you can see from the title of my talk, I'm going to be 
talking about you, maggots and Neanderthals, and I hope you'll be entertained and informed 
along the way. Now there will be an opportunity for some audience participation. So I hope 
you've got either a sweet or a small piece of fruit available so that we can actually do some 
stuff smelling and tasting together.  
 
So there are lots of reasons why animals and humans might want to smell for example, you 
might want to find a source of food. There are lots of reasons why you might want to have a 
sense of smell, why animals smell, they might want to be able to find food, for example, at 
this ground squirrel here, or it may be used for memory. For me, for example, the smell of hot 
vimto takes me back to Stockport baths when I was a boy and eating golden wonder cheese 
and onion flavored crisps and drinking hot Vimto. And what's interesting about the way that 
smell and memory are intertwined, and I'm sure many of you have had this experience is it 
doesn't just remind you of something, it actually takes you back to the place. It is as though 
you are there. And smell and it's linked with memory is extremely powerful, and something 
we're only beginning to understand. But what we do know is that as we are engaging with the 
world, and this is true of humans and animals, that the events that take place around us are 
labeled in our brains with the smells that are associated with them, and in a way you can kind 
of replay those hole memories through the sense of smell. You might also want to use smell 
to find a mate and these two insects here are some rather fine crane flies. Sadly, they're not 
from the UK. They're from America, but you can see that not only their mating, but this one 
here has got these huge great big antena much, much bigger than the other one. And this is 
the male and he's been using those large antennae for detecting the pheromones, that 
chemical signals from the female and he's homed in on her. And now they're doing what 
crane flies do, which is well make more crane flies. The final reason you might want to be 
able to smell is to taste and often this seems kind of counterintuitive to people that why 
would we want to be able to smell to be able to taste but I'm going to show you why now, so I 
hope you've all got either a piece of fruit and peanuts, sweet or a piece of chocolate but what 
I want you to do now is to take that to hold your nose and then to put it in your mouth and 
keep your mouth shut while you chew. So we put it our mouth. Now keep your mouth shut 
and you can't really taste very much at all. Now, take the fingers off your nose, open your 
mouth. And now you can actually taste as well as smell. And that shows you that what we 
commonly call taste is, in fact, largely composed of our sense of smell. Our sense of taste is 
in fact relatively limited. It's about five main dimensions, sort of salty, sour, sweet, bitter, and 
then there's kind of a protein taste called umami. And that's really about it. Whereas the sense 
of smell is incredibly rich. And you could see then, that as you got the smell involved in what 
you were eating, you got this sudden burst of flavor. And that tells us as well why in the 
current pandemic, people are reporting that they lose both their sense of smell, and their sense 
of taste. And this is how it works. This is what we've just done. Now. You probably think 
you're smelling from around about your nose. From your nostrils you're not smelling from 
there at all, you're actually smelling high up in your, in your skull. Here you can see that 
basically it's around about the level of your eye. We've got all these hollow bits, the sinuses 
and the nasal cavity up here, and we're actually doing the smelling is in this current tiny patch 
of skin that is based on neurons that are dangling down through the base of your scalp here, 



the base of your skull, and this set of neurons called the olfactory epithelium, which just 
means the olfactory skin, that's what actually does the smelling. And what's just happened. 
Now, when you were doing that little smell taste test is that you were chewing here down in 
your mouth and all the vapors and the smells associated with that were going up into your 
nasal cavity but because you had your nose and your mouth shut, they couldn't get anywhere 
so it was kind of like still air when you take things off your nose and you open your mouth 
and wish all Those gases go over your smell cells in your olfactory epithelium, and poof, you 
get that amazing sensation, flavor, as well as taste.  
 
So many people think they've got a very poor sense of smell, but I'm going to show you that 
in fact, you have an atomic nose, the human sense of smell is remarkably careful and precise 
and can get you really amazing information from the outside world. Here are a couple of 
examples. So you've probably smelled caraway, which is one of the main components of 
curry, and you've also smelled spearmint, that kind of minty smell. When we look at the two 
molecules that make up those smells, we can see that their structure is identical. But their 
orientation is like two mirror images. It's like they're like their two hands of a glove. You can 
see that from here. They've got exactly the same structure. All these little corners here are 
carbon molecules. They're exactly the same except they're like left and right hands. And they 
smell completely different one smells of curry, one smells of spearmint. So what we're doing 
and smelling these two odors is we can detect the shape and the orientation of those 
molecules. And he's just think about it for a minute, whilst they're very, very different. 
There's also something similar about them. caraway has got that kind of hot flavor to it hot, 
spicy smell, and spearmint clearly smells cool and smooth. So those are kind of on a 
dimension. So it says though, that these two molecules are able to trigger the same kind of 
pathways in our brain but slightly differently. We smell one as being kind of hot, like 
caraway and the other like spearmint and cold. But above all, we are sensing the molecular 
shapes that there are here. Here's an Another example this is quite extraordinary. And if we 
could do this in real life, I'd be able to prove it to you, because you'd be on stage and you'd be 
smelling this. But here are two molecules. One's called heptanol, which means it's got an 
alcohol with seven carbons. That's what the hept business means. And this is often described 
as being smelling violet, sweet, or woody. And then there's another molecule called oxinol. 
And that's just got one carbon more, right, it's got eight carbons, and this smells sweet as 
well, but also orangey and Rose. So that single atom of carbon makes a difference to our 
perception. We perceive one of these molecules in one way violet, woody, you add an extra 
atom of carbon, that's all and it now smells sweet, orange and Rose, and this octanol stuff is 
often put in orange flavored or orange scented, washing up liquid, there's no actual oranges in 
there, they put a bit of octanol in, it smells kind of orangey and nice to us. But that is because 
of the molecular structure of the smell that's involved. And in terms of the number of smells, 
we can detect, you can see if we can detect single atoms, the difference between two 
molecules based on a single atom of carbon, then how many smells can we detect? Now the 
answer to that is, we don't know. There's no actual number and a few years back, some 
colleagues produced a model in which they estimated that we might be able to smell over a 
trillion odors. Now, this was a model they hadn't actually got people smelling a trillion odors, 
of course. And as we can see from the current pandemic, there's a lot of argument over 
mathematical models and mathematicians waded in and said, well, that's all very well, but 
you lot don't understand anything about maths. To which my colleague said, Well, your 
mathematical arguments are all very well but you don't understand anything about biology or 
chemistry. And the out now come of this, this row is basically don't know. But there is 
probably no real limit on the number of different odors, we can detect. It is absolutely huge. 
And I'm going to explain to you a little bit about how it is possible that we can actually do 
that. Now, the first person to come up with an idea about how the sense of smell worked, was 
one of the ancient Greeks. Most things in science and philosophy to understand anything you 



need to go back to the ancient Greeks and democrates, in around about the fourth century, 
before the Common Era. He was one of the first atomists so he's arguing that everything is 
made of atoms, that the sea was a made of atoms that he was made of atoms, and that the 
olive tree that he was probably sitting under and swilling his Retsina was made of atoms as 
well. And he had no proof of this. This was purely theoretical. It's his philosophical 
standpoint. But he went further than just thinking about the tree in the sea and himself, he 
thought, Well, wait a minute. In that case, then smells must be made of atoms too, and maybe 
a nice smell has got a kind of round atom. And an unpleasant smell and accurate smell has 
got a kind of pointy atom. And basically, that's where we are today. So there's a link, we don't 
know understand what it is, but there's a link between the atomic structure of an odor and 
how we perceive it. How exactly that works, we don't fully understand. I'll be giving you 
some very intriguing examples later on. 
 
Now, democracies is great for stuff, but I'm a scientist and I want to know more about how it 
actually works. The first great insight into the modern understanding of the sense of smell 
now came from these two people, Linda Buck and Richard Axl. They won the Nobel Prize 
for this work in 2004. In 1991, they found the genes that encode the receptors that enable us 
to smell. So if you think of a receptor is something like a lock, and a smell is something like a 
key, and it comes along in the air, and it turns the lock, and it makes the cell respond. That's 
not really like that. But that's that's the starting point. And what buck and Axel did was to 
identify the genes that produce these proteins that are on our smell cells, and that you have 
right now. So that enabled us to gain the beginning of an insight into how the sense of smell 
works. And here's an example of what we've discovered. Since about the kind of wiring 
diagram. This is exactly what we've just been doing. So we start at the bottom down here. 
This is the outside world. And you can see the little squares and the rounds and the, the 
triangles. They're all the smells that are wafting around. In this layer of mucus, they're getting 
to the layer of mucus around about our eye level. And each smell cell, we've got about 4 
million of these things. Each smell cell expresses just one kind of receptor. And you can see 
here they're color coded. So the green cells here have got the green receptor, they're not 
colored really, it's just a way of showing it, the red cells, have got the red receptor. And there 
are four 400 types of receptor that we have in our genes. So we've got about 400 types of 
smell cell, and you can see that these smell cells here, this is the bone this, this flesh colored 
bit here. So this is the bone here, that your smell cells go up through the bottom of your skull. 
And then they go to your brain where they join up together and all the receptors, or the 
neurons expressing the same kind of receptor molecule go to the same place. That's the initial 
stage of coding in our perception of smell. So each of these cells is responding in a particular 
way to the smell that attaches to it. Now, in this particular model, each smell receptor can 
only detect one kind See, the greens triangles are bound by the green receptors, and the red 
circles go to the red receptors. Now in reality, it's much more complicated than that. And that 
is how we go from 400 receptor types to perhaps an infinite number of smells that we can 
detect. Because each of these receptor types can in fact detect more than one kind of odor and 
each odor can activate more than one Kind of receptor type. So at the beginning of our very 
earliest processing of our smells before it actually gets into the brain when literally, it's on the 
outside of our body, because this is high opinion, nasal cavity. So technically, this is the 
outside of your body, these receptors are producing a very rich pattern of responses to the 
smells that we're smelling. And I'll just say in passing, that the way that we think the COVID 
virus is infecting us and altering our sense of smell is not directly through the smell cells, 
they don't have the requisite protein that the virus latches onto. It's probably through these 
cells here which form part of the olfactory epithelium. They also play around in our sense of 
smell, which I'm not going to explain, but either the virus directly affects them and that's 
what alters our sense of smell, and as we've seen thereby our sense of taste, or just by being 
infected, these cells become inflamed. And overall the function of the olfactory epithelium 



gradually declines it's not quite clear. So to understand how each of those cells responds, how 
a single cell can respond to different smells, we need to find the right animal, the right kind of 
neuron for studying.  
 
And this is what I studied. These are maggots. These are tiny little magotts, living in there 
happy here and a piece of decaying peach. That's their natural home. And this is what it looks 
like if you get really close up under an electron microscope. These things here. They're not its 
eyes. These things here are its noses. It's got two noses, one on either side. Each one has 
exactly 21 smell cells. Remember, you've got four million. So we've got in the maggot, a 
very, very simple system, we can actually study the activity of those neurons in that little 
nose thing. And that enables us to understand how the earliest stages of the processing of the 
sense of smell take place. Now, the problem with this little fly this little maggot, maggots are 
baby flies, is that it's really, really small. You can see this is a USB key. So this is very, very 
tiny animal. Nonetheless, we can study it. And the reason why we choose to study it, despite 
it being so small, is that it is really really simple. And it can be studied genetically, because 
this is the larva the maggot stage of Drosophila, which geneticists have been studying for 
over 100 years now. We understand a great deal about it. So we've got an organism that we 
can manipulate genetically change smell receptor genes at will. It's always hungry. So it's 
always interested in finding food. It's like the Hungry Caterpillar. It wants to find something 
to eat. So it senses smell is always on. And well, yeah, it's really, really dim. It's only 
interested really in eating so it does very, very few things. These are some drawings done by 
my PhD supervisor many years ago, Dr. Barry Burnett and you can see that basically a 
maggot kind of wrinkles forward, it can move its head from side to side, and it's feeling very 
bold, it will rear its head up and look about so don't do very much but it can respond to 
smells, we can do this very easily. So here's a little speeded up kind of Benny Hill style video 
of the maggots smelling there's a smell on this side. There's nothing on this side, we put them 
in the middle and they'll go charging off at random first, gradually the smell diffuses out and 
as you can see very very soon, we get far more maggots on the side where there is a smell 
than we do on the other side. Now they know how to get it. This one here is getting charged 
going in the wrong way, this one all stuck together. But you can see that very, very quickly, 
you can get a measure of whether these maggots like the smell or not. And here we've got far 
more maggots on the side with the smell than on the other side. But above all, what we can 
do this is what I want to emphasize is we can use the power of genetics to record from single 
cells in a maggots nose. So here's that little dome thing that I showed you from the electron 
microscope, and they're glowing green because well, these are, as I said, we can do all sorts 
of things here. In fact, what we've done is we've put some jellyfish protein in here. So this is a 
maggot, which we've used yeast to get into to put a jellyfish protein the jellyfish protein 
glows green. You can see there are lots and lots of smell cells here, 21 in total. But in this 
maggot here, on the right hand side of your screen, you can see there's just one smell cell 
blowing. So we've got only one functional cell. And we can then record from that together 
with my colleague, Professor Kathy McCrone at the University of Manchester, we've been 
able to record the activity of just a single cell and to see how it responds. And here's some 
data, these are real data, and each of these vertical lines here is when the cell is sending a 
signal. And what we've got a two different smell cells, they that they are very interesting 
names one called 24a, and the other is called 74a, and we've given each of them three 
different smells and both these all these recordings from one individual maggot in each case, 
and the little bar here is when we blew the a puff of smell over them for one second. You can 
see that 24a doesn't really like butanol, it doesn't respond to it at all, there's no change in this 
firing pattern. On the other hand, 74a really, really likes the smell of butanol, it gets very, 
very excited. On the other hand, if we give 24a, this is an a different animal, you can see, if 
we give it octanol, the neuron actually stops. So it's not like a switch going on and off here, 
the neuron got very excited. Here, the neuron has actually gone completely quiet. On the 



other hand, octinol, so you can see that octinol can either turn a neuron off, or you can make 
it really, really excited. And we can even get changes in time. Look at this at the final one. So 
24 A can respond very, very excitedly to this to heptinem, but 74a look, it goes up and then it 
gives us kind of a double hump. So the brain can distinguish between all these different 
patterns. And the principle here is that each smell and smell cell combination produces a 
unique response in the periphery in the very first stages of your olfactory processing. And 
although this is in a maggot, it's the same thing with you. And that's how we can go from 400 
receptor types in our olfactory epithelium to potentially being able to smell a trillion odors, 
because each of those neurons is responding slightly differently, even though it's not 
responding at all. That's information the brain can use. So it's got like kind of 400 channels 
for each odor. And the slight differences that we can see on here provide a very precise 
picture of a given odor at the very first stages of processing. 
 
Now, what about humans? Well, one of the ways we can study this is through a substance 
called androstenone. Now androstenone is as you can see here, sold in certain types of shops 
and on the internet as a pheromone as a sex attracted a bit like was the the crane flies we're 
using in the early slide I showed you. As you can see there's something funny going on here 
because it allegedly attracts women fast and it attracts men fast. Well, the answer is it doesn't 
attract either of us fast. What it does do in fact, is attract sowes and this in fact is a 
pheromone produced for pigs by the male pig, he produces it in his saliva, and this will 
change the behavior and the physiology of the female pig. She will then allow him to mate. 
So really this is a pig pheromone. But my colleagues in America, were able to show that very 
unusually, this odor only activates a single receptor type in humans. So we can forget all 
about whether it's a pheromone or not. It's not in humans. It isn't in pigs, but it's not in 
humans. And it's just we can just use it to understand how the sense of smell works. And 
what's intriguing about this odor is that it is very, very perceived very, very differently by 
people. So, for me, it smells quite sweet. It's quite pleasant. It's a bit chemical a bit odd. If I 
had somebody here with me, and normally I do this on stage, and we get people up. A lot of 
people really, really don't like it. They think it's disgusting. They think it smells like a back 
alley. If you'll excuse me, I think the most graphic description I had was from a young lady 
who said it smelt like sweaty balls sack so that tells you it's not a pheromone in humans 
because we've got such diverse responses. Some people like it, some people can barely detect 
it. Other people hate it. And what my colleagues, Leslie Russell and Andreas Keller were 
able to do in America, where they were able to show that the responses our perception was 
entirely linked to the structure of the receptor molecule. So the receptor, this is it stretched 
out in two dimensions. In fact, it forms like a kind of pocket. But the receptors got these 
seven parts of it that go through the membrane outside of your smell cell, some bits of it are 
dangling on the outside, you can see these bits here, and some bits are on the inside where 
they connect to the cells machinery through responding. And while they were able to show 
was that there were just these two single amino acid changes, the receptor is a protein. 
Proteins are made of amino acids bit like beads on a string. If you change just these two 
beads, you alter the response from thinking it's nice to thinking it's nasty. 
 
So we can see here that the gene is if you have an R and a T, in those two positions, those are 
the names of amino acids. You think it's nasty. If you got an M and a W, like me, you think 
it's nice. And these two changes are produced by single letters in the DNA. So your DNA is 
made up of four chemical letters, AC, T, and G. And it's encoded in groups of three letters. 
That's why I've got three here. If you change the C, this first C to A T, the amino acid 
changes from R to M, and you're much more likely to think that the odor is nice. So we've got 
differences in perception, due to altered neuronal activity caused by a single letter change in 
your DNA. That's pretty cool. But it's even better than that, if you know somebody whose 
response to it, you can predict their DNA. So I know from somebody who thinks that it 



smells disgusting, that they have R and T at these two positions, and they have these letters in 
their DNA. Conversely, if I see somebody's DNA, then I can predict very accurately how 
they will respond to this odor. And this led me to have what I think is probably the best 
scientific idea I've ever had, which I'll tell you about in a minute, I'll tell you. Using the fact 
that we can go from somebody's DNA to understand how they will perceive this odor, we 
looked at DNA distribution from all over the world, we looked at this particular issue sector 
are 74 from 2000 indigenous people. So these are people who live and have lived there for a 
long time. They're not all mixed up like me or probably you with lots of different 
backgrounds. And you can see here that the blue form, which is the not so bad, this is the 
version I have who quite like it. It's all in the Northern Hemisphere. In Africa, which is where 
obviously we all come from, humans originated in Africa, then it's generally of a form where 
people really did not like it, they think it's horrible. So that suggests that the original form of 
this odor, this response may have been to not like it because we come from Africa. So our 
original human version is that we hated it. 
 
And then something happened over evolutionary time. And our data suggests maybe it was 
about 10,000 years ago, and maybe it happened out here in the Far East. We decided that 
maybe this didn't smell so bad. And what's interesting is that that was also around about the 
time and the place when people domesticated pigs. And one of the problems with this stuff is 
that if you breed pigs, you have to castrate the male pigs. Otherwise, if they still got their 
testicles and their testosterone and all their hormones, they produce this pheromone, which a 
lot of people think smells horrible and tastes horrible. So boar taint, as it's called, is a big 
problem in the pig industry. So it's possible that the appearance of this mutation, initially at 
random, in populations in the Far East, enable them to eat pigs without worrying whether it 
was going to taste disgusting. So looking at this tight link between a gene and the perception 
of it led me to have what I think is probably the best Scientific idea I've ever had. And I was 
out running one day thinking about all these data we had, and it suddenly occurred to me. 
What about our cousins? What about people who are long extinct? this fantastic 
representation by Fabio Fabriziaza is a Neanderthal. So the Neanderthals are humans who 
went extinct around about 35,000 years ago, they lived in Europe and Middle East, and in 
what is now Russia and Siberia. And we have their DNA. And we know from their DNA, 
that, in fact we mated with them. So they're our cousins. They're not separate species. We all 
have Neanderthal DNA inside us, probably I have about 4% of my DNA comes from the 
Neanderthals. So it occurred to me we could actually go in the database and look at their this 
particular gene from The Neanderthal and see what form it had, and then tell ourselves and 
then discover what this person would have thought. If I could go back in time if I could get in 
my TARDIS, and whaft this smell under his nose, and it gets even better, because, as well as 
The Neanderthals, who I'm sure most of you heard of, there's another group of people 
covered denisovans and they were discovered in 2011, from a single tooth, and above all, 
from the DNA that we could extract from there. We discover there's this whole branch of 
humanity that we had no idea about, and the denisovans lived in the Far East and in Siberia. 
And they too mated with us, we have some of their genes and if you are from South Pacific, 
or from Australia or an Indigenous Australian, you have quite a high proportion, maybe 4- 
6% of your DNA is From the denisovans, because we mated with them several times as we 
moved across the world. This is an extraordinary, very powerful portrait by Tom Bjorklund. 
So we went into the databases, Kara Hoover, my colleague from Alaska and other colleagues 
went into the databases to find out what was the DNA of these extinct people, and therefore, 
how would they have responded to this odor. So we discovered first that the Neanderthals had 
the same form as our far ancestors. They had the ancestral form, they had the arty, the 
version, which would have made it go Oh that's disgusting. I really don't want to smell that, 
so they would have hated it.Things got and that's kind of what we expected because the 
Neanderthals left Africa before us a long, long, long before we adapted the version that we 



now have that people like me. So that's not really surprising. What got particularly interesting 
was when we looked at the denisovans, the denisovans had another change, a change that 
we've not seen in any human or Neanderthal, a different alteration in their genetic code, 
which changed the structure, or at least changed the amino acids on that receptor protein. So 
did it affect them? Would they have would it have altered how they perceived the odor? So 
the only way to found this out was to recreate the denisovan's nose in a cell? 
 
Well, we didn't Actually recreate the thinness of the nose in the cell. What my colleague hero 
Matt did at Duke University in America was to alter a human receptor to change it, just those 
single letters to make it like the denisovan version and then put that into that receptor into a 
cell and then see what happened. And when you do this kind of experiment, you're, you're it's 
a bit like shrodinger's cat, you don't know what's going to happen. If it shows that something 
amazingly different Well, I think all of the leading journals will be very excited about it If it 
didn't show any change well, that's still pretty cool, but not quite as cool. So what happened? 
Well, sadly, it wasn't any different from the RT response. The pink line here is the normal 
response. This is how the cells responding in cell at the receptors responding in a cell and this 
is the denisovan one, this A to T in position 204. And you can see that really, it's no different. 
So the denisovan's too would have hated this, they would have thought it smelled disgusting. 
So what can we learn from all this? Firstly, despite what I've been telling you, we really still 
have only the beginning grass of how the sense of smell works and how those 4 million 
receptors and those 400 receptor types in our nose come together to form an image of a smell. 
We still don't understand that even for the poor maggot that's only got 21 smell smells and its 
nose. That tells us that the way the nose interprets smell is incredibly complex. It's 
completely different to taste. It's very, very rich, and we still don't have the tools really for 
understanding what to do. And above all, we can see that we've got this amazing possibility 
of looking into the deep past of it. Understanding how Long extinct humans would have 
perceived the natural world. And although androstinone is very unique, because it's one of the 
few examples, if not the only example of a receptor that is only activated by one odor, and an 
odor that only activates that receptor. There are a number of other receptors that have a very 
limited range of odors that can stimulate them. And my colleagues are currently looking at 
those trying to understand well, what would have excited the noses of denisovans and 
Neanderthals?  
 
And above all, this is the lesson of all science is what we don't know. This really exciting. 
Okay, if you want to know more, and oh, before I say that, yeah, much more important than 
than that. Now, many of you who are listening and watching will have people around you or 
perhaps yourselves who've lost their sense of smell, either you've never had have a sense of 
smell, or you've had an accident or perhaps you've lost your sense of smell through the 
COVID-19 pandemic. I want to emphasize that if you go to your GP, they'll probably say, 
well, there's nothing you can do and leave or come back or it won't. There are things you can 
do. And in particular, fifth sense.org. UK is the UK based charity for smell and taste 
disorders. And I urge you to go and get in contact with them. Don't be brushed off by your 
GP, there are ways that you may be able to get some sense of smell back. Finally, she wants 
to know more about this. Then there's my book, smell a very short introduction, which is out 
now. Thank you very much. 
 


